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Fiona Cameron - Operational Director 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

25 November 2002 17:54 
Lynne Dandy - Secretary 
Fiona Cameron - Operational Director; Margaret Smith - temp4f&g; s=Reid;g=lain;oul 
=QMAIL01;o=NHS PORTSMOUTH HOSPITALS TR;p=NHS S AND W HN;a=NHS;c=GB; 
Re: Meetings with Gosport practices/Fiona Cameron/lan Reid/Margaret Smith 

Thanks, lets try 

Friday 29th 13.30- 14.40 (No earlier please, rm on an overnight Thursday!) 
Tuesday 3rd 11.00 - 14.00 
Wednesday 4th 13.00 - 14.00 - only if there is no OATS meeting - check with Paul 
Friday 6th - All morning and up to 14.00 

I met with a few last week on an individual basis, since there is some urgency in sounding them out; 

Bob Pennells is supportive of Sultan ward, and would be sad to see it lost to GP admissions - but says that the rest of 
Gosport GP’s are not interested. But ... 

Nic Hadjiantois likes using the beds, and would like to continue. He says that his partners feel similarly, but that he will "go 
with the flow" if the other practices pull out - wants to avoid confrontation etc. 

John Anderson - who has pulled out - does not rule out rejoining if the money was right ( a substantial increases no 
doubt!) 

Margaret and I met with the Lloyd practice today. They are very enthusiastic about Sultan ward, wish to continue, and 
report no problems with admissions from PHT. (They might just be interested in the elderly medicine cover as well) 

Margaret and I will meet the Evans practice tomorrow (Tuesday). 

In short, I think there is everything to play for, and GP admissions and even step down admissions to Sultan ward do not 
have to be history! 

I think some of the next GPs to meet should be the Coonan practice - who have already resigned from the bed fund, 
Bassett, and Lacey - plus of course, any others who will give us a slot! 

Gordon 

We are meeting 

> Gordon 
> I am currently trying to arrange lunchtime meetings to talk to the 
> Gosport practices. 
> Can you advise possible dates for me to work around when you are free. 
> Many thanks 
> 

> Lynne Dandy 
> Secretary to Fiona Cameron 
> Contact Tel no: i Code A i 

............................. 


